STORING OF NDC CODES AND OTHER NDC DATA IN 4.3 FLOWCAST

The System stores NDC codes and attributes in a dictionary. It will automatically populate the field when only one MDC code is associated with a procedure code. When multiple NDC codes are associated with the procedure code, the system provides a dictionary lookup to populate the fields.

The user can override the field to enter NDC codes, as well as quantity, unit of measure, and unit of price. The system provides a means of entering up to 25 NDC codes and attributes per procedure transaction.

This feature is available in BAR, TES and Front Desk.

TES CHAGE ENTRY SCREEN

To access NDC billing fields press “F9” and then enter “G” for “More Actions”
A second set of action codes will appear. Press “M” for more Chg Info.

Another set of action codes appears. Press “P” for Prescription.
If the Procedure code is set up in the NDC dictionary with NDC information, that information will display. You can override the fields and add the Prescription number if needed.

If the Procedure Code is not set up in the NDC dictionary, the fields can be completed with the appropriate information.